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25 February 1947

JUNGLE TACTICS, (Based on Operations of 1st Cavalry Division)

1. The past war,, fought as it was in two completely removed and

distant theatres, under entirely dissimlar conditions of terrain and

weather agaist two totally different enemes, produced two vastly dif-

ferent types of warfare. Tactics, materiel, technique, weapons,, that

were suitable amrl to one theatre would be uselessan even detre-

mental in the other. At the stcart of this war we, who had lit tle ex-e

perience in jungle and amphibious warfare found ourselves suddenly pitted

againt a foe who had trained and prepared meticulously for just this

sort of combat and in terrain of his own choosing.e We were forced to

devize such tactics and techniques as were necessary under the most dife-

ficult and expensive of coniditions, combat itself. The record of the

first few months of the war is foughit with examples of unnecessary basses,

and reverses that could have been avoided had w'e been prepared. It is

Imperative that we avoid a recurrance of this dangerous and tragic sit-

uation. Only through foresight and training is this possible.

2. Throughout the last few months daring our course here at the

sunuary of jungle fightin as it was developed oy the large number of

American troops committed to that important and neglected theatre, the
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pacif ic, with particular emphasis given to the operations of the FIRST

CAVALRY DIVISION, the organization about which I feel best qualfied to

speak. The basic principles that I am about to present are deduced from

and based upon the actual battle experiences of the Junior officers of

the First Cavalry Division throughout their camaigns in the asiatic

theatre.

3.P The first Cavalry as you know, although it operated during the

entire war as infantry was unique in that it possessed an organization

entirely different from that of any other division that saw action. Its

organization was based upon that of the cavalry and was square in general

makeup, as opposed to the trianulr orinciple used throughout the rest
40M -

of the anny. Before we can understand or intelligently discuss the

tactics of a unit we must get clearly in mind the makeup of that unit and

the tools and weapons with which we have to work. That is what I now

propose to do.

4. The cavalry* divis ion as opposed to the t f.antry division with

its 3 ROT,,consisted of two brigades of two cavalry regiments,, the 5th,

7th, in the first brigae and the 7th and 8th in the other. For this

reason the 1st Cavalry Division bece renowned through the Pacific

Theatre as the only division in the arm where a brigadier General really
felt t hom. Theartilery cnhised offour atalins I ws O
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weapons and personnell in the division approximately the samte as that of

the infantry Division. This organization with extended chains of comn

which mould have been rather unweildy and clumsy in the extended distances

and fast moving situations of the European Theatre of Operations proved

well adapted to the Jungle where control is difficult, maps are innacurate,

and the situation often confused and obscure, control and supervision by

one of more than two subordinate units often proved an almost impossible

taskan one that could not at best be executed efficiently. The squadrons

simlar to the infantry battalon three rifle companies,, called troops,

and a heavy weapons troop. These troops were of course siilar to the

corresponding companies of the infantry, containing platoons and squads

of approximately equal size and composition.

5. The terrain encountered in the Jangle was vastly different from

any to be found in the US. Because of the heat and the amount of rain

the vegitation was unbelivably dense. Except upon a few riLdges and hill-

tops, viaibality was limited to, at the most, thirty yards, with the average

much closer to five or ten. At a short distance a man stadn was invisibl

and with the luuriant undergrowth to lie down was to be con5 eed. Move-

ment was confined to narrow and tortous Jungle trails.* Once off these

by requisitioned natives. The junle interferred with radio communication
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and telephone lies had to be laid laboriously by hand. Even then they

were often cut by inltatin&enemy. Visual signals were dangerous

because of the ever present psabUty that -enemy troops were concealed

in the immeidate vicinty,Maint.inneance of eqiuijnent was a constant tasrk

because of the heat and persistant dapess which also effected the health

and efficiency of the troops. Air Reconnaince was almost useless,_Maps

were seldom available and such maps that we had were rendered almost use-m

less because of tte$Jft.Z4aaltiL, of observation ad the lack of reedfly

evident land marks.

6. Because of these difficulties the situation was always obscure.

Previous information of the enemy was lacking or at best sketchy and un

reliably. For this reason every action of advance was almost always

preceeded by as extensive patrollig as possible. Once sufficient infor-

mation was obtained to mae a logical decision the attacking force seldom

more than a troop reenforced was started forward. The approach march,

was usually made by trail. -When the enemy was encountered the s ituation

was develAped as fully as possible and the attack launched. Because of

the dificulty of movement and the need for caution andRIf

ambush this was neccesaarly a slow and time consumng process. We had

there-fore to go down as far as the last rifleman. When the attack was

completed the unit iaaeditely assumed an al-around defensive. If success-
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fully upon the objective,, if not Just short of it. Counter-attacks were

usually immediate and fierce. If no enemy was encountered the unit would

halt about one hoar before san--down and set up a perimeter for the night.

We have now given the sequence of a typical jungle operation, patroling,

approach. developxment, attack, and consolidation or defense. We will now

discuss each of these in detail.

7. In the jungle there was little or no difference between.Reconnaince

or combat patrols. In-am area where movement is canalized to trails it

is easy for the enemy to predict with great certainty the movements of

the enemy. At f irst smal recon patrols were used as would be in open

terrain, but since these were restricted to trails they were continually

being ambushed and destroyed. This resulted in little or no information

being received. It was decided that in the jungle the only effective

patrol would necessarily be one of sufficient strength to force -its way

past any intial resistance and still continue upon its maission. These

patrols were usually of platoon strength, reinforced by a machine gun

squad and a 60 mm Mortatr carried without baseplate or sight. The use of

this mortar was restricted in that it could be fired only when a clearing

was discovered. To 'fire it through trees resulted in Premature bursts
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withi a few feet of the enemy without discovering their presence. At

this point a cdiscussion of tactical Standard Operating Proceedure i

necessary.

8. As can be seen from the dicussion of the terrainA&is a previous

paragraph., control is 'difficult. Often, at the moment when fire was opened

by the enemy, a good part of the patrol would be oat of -sight of the leader,

and because of the firing out of hearing, consequently it was necessary

to establih an SOP that coul be carried out without order at the moment

of receiving fire. The most effective proceedure was this. At the first

shot all men would take cover., They would then proceed to establish a

perimeter defense. This was necessary not merely as a precautionary

measure. The Jars, as soon as a patrol was anabushed, started riflemen,

often supported by machie guns around to one or ooth flanks i an effort

to surrounid and annihalate our troops. In this perimeter each man had a

set and definte place and job, determined beforehand and practiced. He

knew his position and that of his squad leader and platoon -ILeader. He

knew exactly who would be upon his right and left, and what his sector of

fire was.* This plan,, in a larger form was carried out through all units.

9. The plan of the defense was simple. The leading squad took up

supportIng weapons went to the center of the triangle. As isoon as the
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position of the enemy automatic weapons, or their approximate position

was discovered, the automatic weapons were sent to thiat side of the

triangle facing than. They were set at the corners. From this position

they could deliver cross fire upon the enemy or, if recessary, set up

final protective lie in case of a banzai attack., Two men were started

forward toward the enemy automatic weapons, covered by ore another and

by the machine guns.a When sufficiently close they neutralized the enemy

with grenadeso The patrol then attacked the enemy and proceeded upon its

mission;

I0a When the area to be reconordered was reached, such information

as could be obtained was collected, and the patrol returned to its start-w

ing point. This bring. us to the second phase..

U2. After the attack order was issued,, the attdctiaforce was start-n

ed toward the enemy position. The method of advance was simlar to that

used by a patrol. When the vicinity of the enemy was reached the situation

was developed by small local patrols and the attack lauinched.

12. The attack was usually made with two platoons abreast and one

covering the rearan in support.P Within the platoons the arrangement

was simlar. Movement was made by infiltration, under coter of artillery*

passed individual enemy often hid and fired from the rear. In the confusion
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it was fp. nG- twto locate these snipers.

13. As soon as the objective was secured a dofense had to be set

uIP., as violent counter attacks always followed. These often inc laded

banzai attacks, The scheme of defense was simlar to that hasty defense

used in an aubush or meeting engagement, except that machine guns were

set up at all corners of the perimeter in sufficient numer to place

crossfire on all Bides of the triangle. At this point a mention should

be made of night operations.a

14. The Americans used very few night attacks in the jungle* Most

of our night action was defensive. It was standard that no one lefthi

fox hole after dark. Anyone moving around outside his hole was fair game

At night two men always occupied one hole. This was essential. One man

alone would not dare sleep. With two, one could sleep while the other

watched. Because after a certain length of time hallucinations are the

rule rather that the exception, the watcher, if he saw something would

awaken the other. If both concurred, the "Thing" was attacked with

grenades. Fire was never opened except upon orders from higher headquarters.

As soon as fire was opened the enemy could locate our position and launch

an attack. They also knew our practice of placing our machine guns at

the corners and could then attack themj accurately.& Then an attack was

launched all1 weapons would put fir6' imediately upon their final protective

lines and maintain as great a volume as possible. Since in the Jungle,



15. To summarize, jungle fighting is characterized by snai nt

actions in which control is difficult and iniative upon the part of smaUl

ut leaters of great importance. Team work and trainiL of a battle

drl ilar tothel2 of a to otbali tea. Each man mnast know his

job arri be able to perfom it without orders. In such a situation

prior trainig and practice have no substitutes. We must always be

prepared. To once again send American troops into battle less ready, less

weli1 trained, less better equipped than the enemy,, is soamething that no

Commnding, Officer should ever want, or permit. In can be prevented. I

don't want it on my conscience, do you?
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